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ABSTRACT 

Variational inequality minimization (VIK) theory of statistical mechanics is

used to derive analytic equations of state for nonpolar and polar fluids. 

Thermodynamic properties of a variety of fluids in the liquid and vapor phases

are predicted via the use of the VIM equation of state. The results of the

predictions are shown to be in very good agreement with the experimental data

for the majority of tho fluids which are studied. 

BACKGROUND AND THEORY 

The following inequality holds between Helmholtz free energies of two ther

modynamic systems with identical temperature, volume, and number of molecules

but with different intermolecular potential energy functions

A < A + <�-� >. 
C - OC - -00 

(1) 

Inequality 1 is known as the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality [Mansoori and Can
field]. According to this inequality, provided that we know thermodynamic and 
intermolecular properties of a reference system, and with the knowledge about 
the intermolecular potential energy function of a non-simple system, we may 
minimize the right-hand side of this inequality in order to calculate the Helmh
lotz free energy and other thermodynamic properties of the non-simple system. 
In the present report we introduce a computational scheme, baaed on this ine
quality for the development of accurate, and algebraically analytic, equations 
of state of nonpolar and polar fluids. In the case when two-body $ and 
three-body f interaction potential ener1y functions are considered and with the 
use of the hard-sphere model of diameter d as the reference fluid and introduc
tion of the concept of pair-and triplet-distribution functions of the hard
sphere reference, g

0
2, &o3• in inequality 1, we will derive the following 

inequality for tho Helmholtz free energy 

(2) 

where Ao is the hard-sphere reference Helmholtz free energy and 

and 

(4) 

In order to utilize inequality 2 for calculation of the Helahol.tz free 
energy, and other thermodynamic properties, of fluids its right-hand side should 
be minimized with respect to d according to the following conditions 
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A’ = ( aAo/adjp,T + fgA2b/dd)9 + (gA3b/ad)p = 0. (5) 
I, 

A = (a2Ao/ad2)p,T + (a2A2b/pd2)9 + (a2A3b/ad2)9 > 0. (6) 

Eq.2 in conjunction vith condition 5 is usually used to find a temperature-and 
densit y-dependent relation for the hard-sphere reference diameter [Yansooti and 
Canf ieldl, d = d(p.T). as the variational parameter. This procedure can be used 
for the accurate prediction of properties of simple fluids for which the poten- 
tial energy functions are pairwize and close to a hard-sphere model and with 
exaot knowledge about their potential energy parameters. For realistic fluids 
inequality 2, with the procedure for the hard-sphste reference diameter calcala- 
tion explained above, does not usually predict the Belmholta free enetgy ac- 
curately. Instead, we obtain a least-upper-bound to the Helmholtz free energy 
which may. or may not, result in the accurate prediction of the other ther- 
modynamic properties. In addition, due to the large discrepancy between the 
reported pair-potential energy parameters of moleoulas in the literstare. and 
the lack of data for the triplet potential energy parameters of realistic 
molecules. the variational scheme proposed below may be used for real fluids. 

According to Camahan and Starling the Helmboltz free energy function of a 
hard-sphere reference fluid is given by 

A, = Aig + RTn(4-3rl)/(1-r02. (7) 

where, n = $JN d3, 
Provided we Low 

is a dimensionless density and No is Avogadro's number. 
the hard-sphere diameter which would give the minimum of the 

right-hand side of inequality 2, we could then write 

A = Aig + RTr1(4-3q)/(l-q)2 + A2b(p,d) + A3b(p,d) (8) 

From eq.8 we oan derive relations for the other thermodynamic properties such as 
entropy, internal energy. enthslpy, and heat capacities. In general, we will 
nsed to know A2b and A3b terms in order to oalculste thermodynamic properties. 
However, this is not necessary for the calculation of entropy. According to 
thermodynamics S-(gA/aT)p. Then according to sq.8 and with con-sideration of 
the variational condition 5 we conclude that 

S(p.T) = Sig - ~q(4-3~)/(1~)2 = S,(q) (9) 

According to this relation the entropy of a real fluid is equivalent to the 
entropy of a hard-sphere fluid provided that 11x1 appropriate temperature- and 
density-dependent hard-sphere diameter for the reference hard-sphere molecules 
is chosen which will satisfy variational conditions 5 and 6. Duo to the sim- 
plicity of eq.9 it can be used to calculate q (or d) from the experimental 
entropy data of a fluid. Solving eq.9 for 9 results in the following 
expression 

,, = $-,N d3 = (2 + (S-SiB)/R + 2~1+4~s-S~g)/a11~2~/rl2 - ts-sir)/m. (10) Cl 
By applying entropy data of different fluids, eq.10 can be used to calculate the 
hard-sphere reference diameter d VO~SIIS density and temperature. For all ths 
varieties of fluids which are tested and for all the temperature and denaity 
ranges of the experimental entropy data, computation of the hard-sphere diueter 
indicates that it is linearly dependent on density and inversely dependent on 
tomp0rature. for both the vapor and liquid phases. The hard-sphere diameter cap 
be accurately correlated by 

d(p,T) = a,, + alp + a2/T + a3p/T. (11) 

Numerical values of coefficients ai for argon, methane, carbon dioxide. and 
methyl chloride are reported in Table I. Due to the availability of this simple 
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and amcurate relation for the hard-sphere reference diameter. one would not need 
to oalolrlate this parameter fron inequality 2. Bowever, rims this paremoter 
accurately correlates the experimental entropy data, '18 oan safely .s*ume that 
t:,,:all minimize the right-hand side of inequality 2. This assumption eonld be 

when beCUrate potential energy functions and potential energy parameters 
are available for the moleoalar fluids under oonsideration. Bowever, in the 
absence of such actuate intermolecular data we may safeguard the cotrcatoess of 
the assrrmption by ohoosias the potential parsmeters such that conditions 3 and 6 
are satisfied. This can be accomplirhod by considering S and 6 as constraints 
in the oalcrlation of the potential energy parameters of model potentials from 
the erperimsnte.1 PVT or any other experimental thermodynamic data. This vi11 
da0 alleviate the difficulty which is associated with the rparsity of inter- 
roleoular potential parameter data which sometimes widely varier from one 
literature source to another. 

ANALXJXC VIM JMJATION OF STATB OF POLAR FLUIDS 

The intermolecular pair potential energy function of polar molscules may be 
represented by the Leanard-Jones fuIWt.ion, together with the angle-averaged 
contributions of dipole, quadrupole, and dipole-qnadrnpole moment interactions, 
as originally introduced by Cook and Bowlinsnn 

<'#(r 12)'o = 4s[(a/tl2) 12 -iO &T*)Wr12F 

- ;(p~Q+T*)l&12)8 - (l+r*/(l2T'))(o/rl2)61 (12) 

where p+ = M/(81/203/2) and Q* = g/(&2&2). In these equations 8 and 
a are the energy and length parameters of the Lennard-Jones potential fairction. 
P is the dipole moment and Q is the qusdropolc moment. For the thrsa-body 
potential function we use the Axilrod-Teller triple-dipole function 

ry(123) = v(l + 3 oosel ~0862 oosQ3)/(f12r13r23)3, (13) 

where v is a constant.Substitrting 12 and 13 into 2 and replacing the inequality 
sign by an equality Sign. we derive the uialytio expression for the Helmholts 
free energy of a polar fluid 

A&T = AiWRT + q(4-3~)/(1-~)2 + 3c-12112(q) - -$ ’ -‘“&T*)I,,h) 

- ~.-~&+/T*Hg(~) - ~-d~1+y*/(12T+)lId(~)l + $o-gtf~/f2,. (14) 

By using the relstionship between prsorurs and the Eelmholtr free energy and 
application of condition 5. the following analytic expression for the oomprer- 
sibility factor of polar fluids may be derived 

z = p!pm = (I+n++-$~/(i-q)3 
+ * -12 7 

T* [C {112(")+J,*(n)1 - F(C -"(~~/T*)(I,,(~)+J,~~~~~ 

’ - --c 
4 

-8(~~9~/T*)(18(~)+J8(~)l - ,-6{1+~~/(12T*)li16(ll)+J6(‘l)}] 
+u+(-- fjf2-flf$ 

T*c9 

where Y* = ' 
f; ) 

Fa and 

I*(n) = ?&&li: J,(rl) = $=, i iCnin . 
2 

f I = 5.17184q + 6.16139~~ - 2.19927n3; f2 = I - 1.12789n + 0.73166n 

f; = 5.17184 + 12.322781-, - 6.59781~~; f; = - 1.12789 + 1.46332q. 
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SUppOSing V6 klbOW the POtOlktial onergy paramotors 6. =, v? the dipole and 
qoadmpole mmonts M, Q, and tho hard-sphoro dimeter of a flwd. Eq.15 DIP 
then bo used to oalculate tho prossure of a fluid at different temPeratnreS and 

L 
ensitios ft&iS equation will bo valid for nonpolar fluids rhon r"*O). 
owovor, accorscy of F’VT prodictionS 

valuos of the potential parrmotors. 
by oq.15 ia very Sonsitivo to tho 

The potential enorgy PanmOtOrs reported in 
the literature aro rather sparse and inconsistent. 
the 

In order to apply oq.15 for 
aoourato thormodynamio prediction of nonpolar and polar fluids, potontial 

energy parmotors should be reoalonlatod sccording to the following procedure: 

Parameters 8, =, and v appearing in oq.15 nay bo oonsidorod as threo ad- 
justable parupotors for fitting tho oxporinontal compressibility data to oq.15. 
But, since thoso paramotors Should also be chosen such that conditions 5 and 6 
nil1 bo satisfied, we will need to minimize 

,zl tZfxptl - Zj12 

with the following constraints 

f j-1 
a; = 0; 

j R 
Ai* >o. (17) 

whore ZQrPtl is tho exporimontal compressibility, 
as calculated by oq.15. 
all for 

Ai and A!’ 
Zj is the CORD prossibility 

tho jth data point, and 
aro given by 5 and 6. roSpootivoly, 

P is the number of data points used. This 
minimization problem can be solved by introducing a Lagrangian multiplier A 
Such that 

j& (Zfxptl - Zj)' + &A; = minimum, (18) 

with rospoot to *, Q, and V. With the choice of an appropriato sot of ex- 
perimental F'VT data, minimization of oq.18 will prodooo tho nnmorioal values for 
tho potential onorgy parroters. For polar roloarlos ~lsually there aro reliable 
dipole mwont data available in the literature. Borovor tho qnsdrupolo moment 
data far moleorlos aro rathor scarce and vary according to tho source. Duo to 
this problom oq.18 should bo actually usod for calculating 6, e, v, and 0. In 
Table 3 values of E, a, v, and Q for a number of nonpolar and polar fluids 
are reported as calculated by the present technique along with tho expotinontal 
dipole mmont p data. 

In applying tho VIM oquation of stat0 for calculating thermodynamic propor- 
ties of polar fluids wo will nood to construct a dimonsionloss rolationship for 
tho roforonce hard-sphero dilmotor, oq.11, with rospoot to tomporSturo and 
density: 

d c=-.= 
0 a0 + alp* + a2lTe + a3pelTS (19) 

where T' = kT/s. p+ =Nopa3. We then oxpress ai(i=O.1,2.3) aS 

ai = aiO + a. v* + ai2pe + ai3Q*, 11 <i=O.1.2,3). (20) 

All the values of universal coefficients a;, (i.i=O.1.2.3) aro oaloulatod 
and are reported in Table 2. With the availability of these universal coef- 
fioionts tho VIM equation of stato can be osod for halonlrtion of thermodynamic 
proportio6 of othor nonpolar and polar fluids provided that thoir potontial 
onorgy parameters aro already known. Thormodynamio proporties of a numbor of 
nonpolar and polar fluids aro oslonlatod by the VIM oquation of stato and they 
are reported hore. Aconrate calcolation of thornodynaric proportios through the 
variational inequality minimization tochniquo indicates that it is possiblo to 
produce algebraically analytic equations of State for nonpolar and polar fluids 
which are aoourato and aro based lrpon statistical meohanioal grounds. It is 
also shorn that tho resulting equations of State aro squally aocnrato for 
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prediction of PVT. snthalpy, and heat capacities of these fluids in the critical 
region and away from the critical region in both the liquid +nd vapor phases. 
Comp~risoBs of the results of the VIY equation of stat8 vith the 'exporim~ntal 
data indicate that by consideration of nonpolar. dipolar, qnadrnpolar and 
dipolar-quadrnpolar interactions it is possible to derive equations of state 
which are acQ=rato and simple enough to be osod for onginooring design 
tions. Application of 

oaloula- 
the VIR equation of state for the prediction of ther- 

modynamlc ProPertieS Of arson. methane. carbon dioxide, methyl chloride. etbane, 
iso-butane. and sulphur dioxide and prodiction of scaling lax critioal srponcnts 
has been successful. It is expected that the VIM equation of state will be 
equally succeSsfU1 for CalcUlation of thermodynamic properties of other nonpolar 
and polar fluids. The availability of the VIM equation of state for polar and 
non-associated molooulrr fluids which is lntroduoed in the prosent report is * 
prsroqoisite for its extonsioa to the case of polar and associated molooalar 
fluids. 
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TABLE 1 
Coefficient& of eq.11, the hard-sphere diameter, of argon, methane. carbon 
dioxide, and mothyl ohlorido with d in 2 and p ia mol/l. 

8S6OXl msthlnevrbaoido nsthvl chloride 
SO 3.1885 3.6999 3.2868 3.6951 
'1 -0.00811 -0.00641 0.01349 -0.18508 
82 26.3250 24.5914 342.913 -1.69349 
83 -0.5116 -0.8506 -10.157 5.1104 
~-~___~~~~~~~~~__~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~____~~. 
RMSD 0.003 0.013 0.016 0.026 
----___--- -----__------_~~~~----_____-__-------_ -----------______-.. 
snttopy date (i.ii) (iii,iv) (i,v) (vi,vii) 

(i) Vargaftik (1975) and Ronlinson, st.ol (1980). (ii) Bowlinson, et-al 
(1980). (iii) Esu, et-al (1964). (iv) Rodgers. et-al (1974). (v) Din 
(1961). (vi) Goodwin (1974). (vii) WoDorall and Kruse (1963). 

TABLE 2 
Coefficients Gi of polynomial 16 for different values of cxponont n(6.8.10.12.14) 

TABLE 3 
Intemoleaolar potential elleigy parameters of a number of polar and nonpolar 
molaoulss calculated through the VIM theory and the experimental dipole moment 
data rR,, ;;~f;db~_5Sm~th 11955). 

cm -51,v/k is in fff?Kl and cis 
In this trblei~p::r3~fS=~~_R'. a is in 

substance 

Argon 
Methan; 
Carbon Dioxide 
Methyl Chloride 
Bthane 
Horano 
Bcptanc 
I so-Bnt.ne 
Solphmr Dioxide 

s/k 
.------- 

0 
-_-----_ 

115.90 3.412 
144.9 4.002 
194.64 3.984 
389.40 4.730 
197.32 4.531 
401.65 7.301 
413.21 8.018 
287.30 5.326 
352.37 4.102 

0x1026 
.--------- 

0.0 
0.0 
5.162 
1.202 
0.55 
2.35 
3.12 
2.345 
4.12 

TABLE 4 
Llniverssl oosfficients qj of eq.20. 

I 
j-0 

I j-1 , j=2 

I (v/k)x10-4 , pr1018 

6.385 
47.897 

124.10 
103.633 
33.12 
43.29 
68.110 
19.68 
87.631 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

I j=3 ~~_~~~~~-~~~~_~~~~~__~~~~~~-~~-~-~~_---~_ 
i-0 0.958047 -2.666531 0.211005 -0.0661946 
i=l -0.236503 15.527093 -0.511675 -0.2453656 
i.=2 0.124900 -6.568512 -0.215138 0.4858412 
i=3 -0.095191 4.553687 0.225446 -0.3861569 * 
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TABLE 5 
Density and compressibility of methyl chloride, iao-butane, and snlphar dioxide 
as aalculated by the VIY squation of state. eq.15. and compared with the er- 
perimcntal drta- 

_--_----- 
P 

[bar] 
_-----I- __-_____ 

323.15 
323.15 
313.15 
313.15 
416.25 
416.25 
448.15 
448.15 
498.15 

6.14 
10.36 
6.26 

31.54 
41.54 
51.72 
51.56 
81.45 

209.25 
315.67 

CELNUDP, 
0.246 
0.442 
0.210 
1.486 
1.629 
2.361 
1.835 
3.961 
9.443 

0.914 
0.866 
0.956 
0.684 
0.132 
0.628 
0.749 
0.547 
0.534 
0.646 

313.15 40.0 
393.15 40.0 
313.15 80.0 
393.15 80.0 
313.15 120.0 
393.15 120.0 
293.15 160.0 
393.15 160.0 
293.15 200.0 
933.15 200.0 

e . 
0.445 
0.211 
1.4111 
1.640 
2.380 
1.848 
3.994 
9.410 

11.806 

+ 
6:886 
9.490 
7.353 

10.003 
1.453 
9.940 
7.999 
10.464 
9.451 

8ULP 
20.611 
19.150 
20.277 
11.310 
19.227 
16.082 
18.237 
6.474 

16.211 
14.211 

11.725 
n 
9.311 
6.836 
9.483 
7.530 
9.622 
1.929 

10.130 
8.199 

10.219 
9.168 

5 DIOXIDE 
21.329 
19.922 
20.003 
17.010 
19.216 
16.082 
18.276 
6.371 

16.292 
14.051 

0.173 
0.178 
0.324 
0.333 
0.461 
0.493 
0.660 
0.612 
0.784 
0.721 

0.927 
0.872 
0.958 
0.684 
0.731 
0.633 
0.754 
0.551 
0.535 
0 650 - 

0.165 
0.179 
0.324 
0.325 
0.479 
0.463 
0.648 
0.597 
0.803 
0.743 

323.15 100.33 
348.15 41.46 
348.15 282.82 
313.15 28.045 
373.15 309.91 
398.15 14.44 
398.15 307.91 
430.15 76.14 
430.65 296.93 
413.15 311.21 

0.181 0.175 
0.075 0.072 
0.482 0.488 
0.052 0.053 
0.519 0.520 
0.140 0.140 
0.510 0.509 
0.329 0.334 
0.610 0.509 
0.557 0.563 

TABLE 6 
Prediction of internal onotgy of ethane using the VIM equation of state and 
compared with the exporimeatal data reported by Goodwin, ot.al (1976). 

kptl &dO 

100.0 60.0 21.404 5,928.g 
240.0 60.0 15.854 15.939.9 
100.0 100.0 21.454 5,898.8 
240.0 100.0 16.101 15.767.4 
100.0 200.0 21.573 5.827.5 
240.0 200.0 16.601 15.415.4 
100.0 300.0 21.687 5.761.3 
2so.o 300.0 16.651 15.843.3 
100.0 400.0 21.796 5.699.6 
250.0 400.0 17.028 15.589.4 

P 

[bar] 
Per t1 
rnoP/11 

II 
1 &fl ___-_-, 
6.026.3 

16.173.6 
5.996.2 

16.001.1 L 5.924.9 
151649.1 
5.858.7 

16.086.7 
5.797.0 

15.832.8 
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TABLE I 
Critical const8nts of a number of non-polar and polar floide as calculated by 
the VIY equation of stete end compared with the experimental date 

_-_-___-__ 
substance 
__-----___ 
Argon 

Methane 
Carbon Dioxide 
Methyl Chloride 
Bthene 
Sulphur Dioxide 
----__I__-___ 

=, 
_--__-___-_____- 

VIM axptl 
___------------- 
159.6 150.8 
191.2 190.6 
304.9 304.2 
412.2 416.3 
309.8 305.4 
433.6 430.8 
---_----_------ 

PC 
_____-__--_--. 
VII exptl 

----------. 
41.5 48.1 
41.6 45.4 
75.3 12.8 
19.2 65.9 
41.6 48.2 
79.3 11.8 

------_-----_-. 

VO 
-_-_l_- 

VIM exptl 
___------ 
76.1 14.9 
99.0 99.0 
92.6 94.0 

.126.3 139.0 
146.8 148.0 
123.6 122.0 
__-__-_______ 

TABLE 8 
Critical Exponents measured axpsrimentslly and orlculrted by different theories. 

I a I B I Y 6 I 

oxptl (a,b.o) 
vdW equation (d) 
Ising modal (b) 

(a) Alder et al. (1972). (b) Sengers et al. (1977). (cl Green et al. 
(d) Levelt-Songors (1970). 
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Figure 1: Isobaric saturation curve of carbon dioxide with different isobars at 
50, 150, and 500 bars as calculated by the VIM equation of state and compared 
with the experimental data reported by Rowlinson et al. (1980). 

Figure 2: Enthalpy of carbon dioxide in the dense gas phase as calculated by 
the VIEI equation of state and compared with the experimental data reported by 
Raznjevic at different temperatures. 
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